2012 honda civic ac not working

As the weather heats up this summer, you'll need to make sure that the air conditioning system
in your Honda Civic is in proper working order for maximum comfort while commuting or on a
road trip. But if you're having issues with the AC unit, they can be one of the most expensive
repairs to complete and you can often save yourself a lot of money by knowing the common
problems before your attempt the job on your own. The air conditioning system in your Honda
Civic is comprised of several different components that work together to circulate the
refrigerant that cools the air entering the cabin. But the heart of this system is the AC
compressor , which acts like a pump to compress the refrigerant and push it through the
system. Unfortunately, on many vehicles including the Honda Civic, the compressor is the
source of many of the problems that cause your air conditioning to fail. On the 1. An
electromagnet clutch mounted behind the pulley then engages the compressor shaft with the
pulley when the air conditioning system is switched on which circulates the refrigerant through
the rest of the system. The AC compressor clutch is one of the most common points of failure
on the compressor. The clutch is dependent on precise spacing between the clutch plate and
pulley, a smooth bearing inside the pulley, and proper functioning of the electromagnetic coil to
engage properly. A fault with any part of the clutch will cause the entire system to stop and can
prevent engagement. A problem like a worn bearing can sound like a roar or grinding noise
from under the hood and can even generate enough heat to melt the accessory belt. Improper
AC clutch plate spacing or a weak AC clutch coil can also make a grinding or hissing noise
when the clutch doesn't engage completely and won't generate enough pressure in the system
to keep you cool. A damaged ignition coil could even cause an electrical short that can damage
your Honda Civic's electrical system or blow a fuse. Another common point of failure are the
internal seals within the AC compressor itself. These seals contain the oil that keeps the
internal components of the compressor lubricated and after tens of thousands of miles they
often begin to leak. As this oil seeps out, it can cause many of the compressor clutch problems
we mentioned above. But once the oil is completely drained and your AC compressor is left
without lubrication, the fast moving parts inside will wear and grind, further damaging the
pump. In many cases, this also sends a slurry of compressor debris through the rest of the
system causing even more damage and higher bills at the mechanic! Most compressors today
can't be rebuilt or serviced without specialty tools or machines to take apart the clutch, press in
bearings, or open the case to replace the seals. For the average home mechanic that can be
incredibly expensive! A strong new compressor can shake all that debris out, sending it
through your AC lines to damage other parts, including your new compressor. All you need to
do is specify whether your car is a sedan or coupe and we'll ship it right to your door. And if
your Honda Civic's AC has been making noise, or completely inoperable for a long time,
consider purchasing a Honda Civic AC compressor and components kit that includes
everything you need to completely overhaul your air conditioning system. The best part about
ordering the full kit is that you won't have to order extra parts if find unexpected damage,
everything you could need to complete the job is in the box! All of our parts are guaranteed
exact fit for your vehicle, all of our New and OEM AC compressors for the Honda Civic come
with a one year, unlimited mileage warranty, and AC kits that include the compressor, drier, oil
and O-rings have a two year warranty so you can buy with peace of mind! View all posts by:
BuyAutoParts. Air Conditioning. July 23, No comments. AC , Air Conditioning , bearing , civic ,
clutch , compressor , Honda , pulley. Leave a comment Click here to cancel reply. You don't
normally give the inner workings of your Honda Civic a second thought until something goes
wrong, especially when it affects the interior temperature. But visiting the auto mechanic after
your air conditioner breaks can be a costly trip if you weren't planning on such an expense. As
long as you know the signs to look for in advance, you'll be far more prepared, and may even
save money, when you discuss the issue with a mechanic. It will help the mechanic pinpoint the
issue and will save you unnecessary time in the long run. Check the freon level with a manifold
gauge while the car is idling. If the level is unbalanced, it will cause the entire air-conditioning
system to shut down as a protective measure. If the level is low, you may have a leak that needs
to be fixed as soon as possible. Turn on the air conditioner and lift the hood of the car to check
the compressor. Many problems can occur because of an old or malfunctioning compressor,
which is often diagnosed by the different sounds your car makes. For example, a grinding gear
or a sudden screeching sound of metal could indicate a problem with the clutch, while a
banging sound near the engine may mean the compressor is wearing out and should be
replaced. If the compressor keeps turning on and off, the freon level is at fault. Inspect the
engine. Contact a mechanic you trust, one who knows how to take care of Honda models. When
you have a good idea of what's happening to your car, you'll be able to communicate effectively
and come to an agreed-upon price. Umiko Sasaki has been writing for newspapers and trade
magazines since Credits include Software. She holds a Bachelor's degree from Drew University

in playwriting and has owned a copywriting business in New Jersey since Step 2 Check the
freon level with a manifold gauge while the car is idling. Step 3 Turn on the air conditioner and
lift the hood of the car to check the compressor. Step 4 Inspect the engine. The best way to
prevent an expensive repair cost is to have your car routinely inspected by a mechanic with
experience in Honda model cars. It's always better to catch a problem before it grows beyond a
reversible point, and planned maintenance costs less than an unexpected repair. Don't attempt
to adjust the level of this freon yourself, as it requires special tools that prevent the freon from
being released into the atmosphere. It's illegal to purchase R12 freon without a license and
doing so carries a hefty fine. If the system has sprung a leak somewhere and the Freon is gone
it is no longer an active system that can be checked. A leak would have to be repaired before
further diagnosis can continue. Freon can not be released into the atmosphere and must be
reclaimed in a machine and reused. There is a major fine for releasing it into the air. For the
purpose of this procedure a circuit tester and a set of air conditioning gauges will be needed.
There are several parts to an air conditioning system which makes it somewhat complex. The
main parts of the air conditioning system include:? Compressor: This raises the pressure and
temperature of the Freon. Dryer: This removes sediment and captures and retains moisture.
Condenser: This acts like a radiator and releases the heat to the atmosphere. Accumulator: This
does the same as the dryer except it is used to also capture liquid Freon so it does not reach
the compressor. Depending on the year, the Honda Civic may have a dryer or an accumulator,
but never both. Expansion valve: This takes high pressure Freon and turns it into a low
pressure, low temperature spray that moves into the evaporator inside the cabin and withdraws
the heat. Since there are so many parts involved, the first thing is to test the system from inside
the car and see exactly what is happening so there is an appropriate place to start looking for a
problem. If it is and the compressor is on, the system is all right and the problem is in the
blower motor. If the compressor is not on, the problem could be a matter of power to the
system, a bad control head on the dash or no Freon. Start by checking the fuses in the fuse and
relay panel under the hood on the drivers side. Replace the fuses as necessary. The gauge
should show close to 80 pounds on the blue low side and on the red high side, depending on
outside temperature. This is with the compressor off. It takes this much pressure to turn the low
side switch on and allow the compressor to work. At this point the inside fan is a separate issue
if the compressor was not on and will be dealt with next. If the pressure on the gauges was less
than prescribed there is a leak in the system and it must be repaired to continue under the
hood. The fan is under the passenger side dash close to the glove compartment. Use the circuit
tester and check for power at the 2-wire connector on the blower motor the key and fan need to
be on. If there is no power to the fan, the fan is bad. If there is no power, move to the blower
motor resister right next to the blower motor. It is usually to the left and slightly to the rear and
is used to control the speeds of the fan. Check to see if there is power to the resister. If there is
power, the blower motor resister is the problem and should be replaced. This is a very common
problem and inexpensive. It can be done without going to a shop. If there was no power it is a
bad control head on the dash. If this is the case, a very expensive reclaimer must be used to
adjust the Freon level. However if there is Freon in the system the following is a good diagnosis
of problems that can be identified: 1. If there is a metal to metal sound like a grinding when the
compressor comes on the clutch is bad on the compressor and can be replaced separately. If it
is warm feel the small line and be careful, if the compressor is working the small line should be
hot. If not, the compressor is going bad. If the large line is cool but not cold and the small line is
hot the system just needs a recharge. If the compressor keeps cycling on and off frequently the
system is low on Freon and only needs a charge. If both lines are warm or hot to the touch, the
expansion valve is malfunctioning ad it needs to go to the shop. Don Bowman has been writing
for various websites and several online magazines since He has owned an auto service facility
since and has over 45 years of technical experience as a master ASE tech. Bowman has a
business degree from Pennsylvania State University and was an officer in the U. Army aircraft
maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours Vietnam. Diagnosis Since there are
so many parts involved, the first thing is to test the system from inside the car and see exactly
what is happening so there is an appropriate place to start looking for a problem. Writer Bio Don
Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines since Cars need
gas to get the car to start. Find the nearest gas station. Fill up a portable gas can with gas. Then
fill the gas tank with the gas from the portable gas can. Press the buttons on the key remote to
see if the car locks and unlocks. If not the key battery might be dead. If the key remote battery is
dead, it can be replaced. Make sure the car is running before turning on the AC. If the car is
running only on battery and the engine isn't turned on, the AC will only blow warm air. Turn the
ignition to start the engine. The AC might not be working properly because of a dirty air filter.
Check the air filter and see if it needs to be replaced. The type of air filter needed depends on

the engine size. Check the tires to see if its low on pressure or flat. The tire needs to be replaced
if its flat. Fill air until desired tire pressure is reached. Replace the tire if needed. The air filter
allows clean air to run through the engine, keeps debris from entering the engine and helps with
engine efficiency. The air filter may need to be replaced. Gas is wasted when the air conditioner
is on because it uses a lot of power. Try to turn off the air conditioner and roll down the
windows to increase gas mileage. The best way to get the most out of your car's gas mileage is
to not accelerate quickly and to press on the gas a little as possible. If the wiper blades are
squeaky when turned on with the fluid, check to see if there is fluid and refill it if need be. If the
windshield gets more dirty when the windshield wipers are turned on, then the windshield
wipers might be too dirty. Wipe the windshield down with a glass cleaner. Then wipe the blades
down with a cleaner and soft cloth. Fix Your Stuff. Edit Options History. Student-Contributed
Wiki An awesome team of students from our education program made this wiki. Car won't start.
Empty gas tank. Dead key battery. AC is not working properly. Engine isn't on. Replace air filter.
Car won't steer properly. Flat tire. Low tire pressure. Low gas mileage. Dirty air filter. Overuse of
air conditioner. Driving fast. Windshield wipers not working properly. Low wiper fluid. Dirty
blades. One Comment. Add Comment. No backup lights and rear camera when the transmission
is on Reverse position Civic LX manual. Add Comment Cancel. View Statistics:. My vehicle is
over miles and runs great, however, the ac has started acting up in thr last two weeks. The
vehicle starts out blowing cold air but after minutes of driving, it stops bloeing cold air. The LED
lights indicate the ac is running, but only hot air comes out. Somrtimes it will start blowing cold
air again, only to stop after 5 minutes. I took it to PEP Boys, who charged me over 50 dollars
after taxes, to tell me that they ran the ac for about 30 minutes, and injected a dye into the
system, and that the pressures where right and the compressor was loading up on demand , all
this while the vehicle was hooked up to their machine, the car was running in park. He did
mention that I may hsve a problem with a relay, but that was as far as he went. Anyone hsve
similar issues? Could sure some advice right about now. Clean A. C condenser coil with garden
hose and nozzle maybe clogged with dirt and bugs causing little to almost no air flow across
coils. Jerry answered 7 months ago. Ebark answered 7 months ago. Kelsey answered 7 months
ago. The vehicle starts out blowing cold air but after minutes of driving, it stops blo I have a
civic. Between 95 and has anyone else had this problem. Thanks for the help. I just had the
compressor replaced on my 06 Civic and it didn't fix the AC problem. I took it back and they
replaced the relay. It also didn't fix th
95 oldsmobile achieva
2000 subaru outback fuel pump
tacoma front suspension diagram
e problem. My ac has been switching from cold to hot air for over a year. Initially, it would only
switch to hot air while sitting idle at a red light and would straighten out if I turned the car off for
an ho I was driving down the highway today and car started to slow down to barely moving from
70 MPH. I pulled car over to side and put I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
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